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February 10, 2012

Honourable Peter MacKay
Minister of Notional Defence
House of Commons

Dear Minister MacKay,

I am writing you in regard to the recent tragic loss of the life ol a 14•year old boy in
Makkovik, Labrador. As the Minister Responsible for Fire and Emergency Services, I
have concerns about the provision of air support to the ground search and rescue
operation that look place January 2931. 2012. I din seeking clarity from your
Department on certain aspects of the operation,

Our government strongly feels that one unsuccessful operation is one too many. The
provision of the very best possible search and rescue service to all Newfoundlanders
and Labradorians is a top priority.

Upon reviewing this incident, we have questions that we feel would be best answered
by the Department of National Defence (DND). I respectfully request your
Department’s assistance in providing us with the clarity we need to determine if any
improvements could be made to the process to help ensure the safety and success
of future search and rescue operations.

It was noted during the recant news conference held by the Canadian Forces on
Wednesday. February 8, 2012, that while there are two Griflon helicopters stationed
at Happy Valley-Goose flay, neither of these aircraft was serviceable on the morning
of Monday, January 30, 2012 when a request for assistance from DND was first
made to the Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC in Italifax. That both of these
aircraft were unserviceable at the time of the request is a matter of grave concern for
the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. lam seeking your assurance that
appropriate action will be taken to ensure that in future1 DND aircraft stationed in the
province will be maintained in a state of readiness to assist in air search operations
when required,

Related to this, it is our understanding that Cormorant helicopters from the Search
and Rescue squadron in Gander were available on the morning of January 30,2012
but that a decision was taken not to deploy these resources in aid of the search
effort at Makkovik. I am asking that you provide additional information regarding the
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C
availability of these aircraft at that time, the protocols for deployment, and the
reason(s) why they were not deployed to assist in the search efforts.

Another issue of concern relates In Rear Admiral Gardam’s indication that current
DND operational protocols mean that DND will not deploy aircraft to assist in ground
search and rescue efforts if lwivate aircraft are involved in the search. Given the
superior operational abilities of military aircralt and their crews, I believe there needs
to he a re-examination of the approprioteness of this protocol. We welconie further
discussion on Ihis molter.

To be clear, the purpose of this correspondence is not to assign blame. Ills about
fully understandingthe events that transpired January 793l, 2017. so that we can
effect positive change as may be required to ensure the safety ol the residents of
Newfoundland and Labrador. While such change will not erase the extraordinary loss
experienced by this family or the community of Makkovik, it may prevent such a
tragedy from occurring in the future.

I look lorward to your timely response to the concerns anti questions posed.

Respect fully,

c
KEVIN o’BRIEN
Minister

C
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Minister Ministro

ot National Delence do Ia Defense natlonalo

Ottawa, Canada KI A OKZ

MAR 0 92012

The Honourable Kevin O’Brien, MLA
Minister olMunicipal Affairs
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
POBox 8700
St. John’s NL ,A1B 4J6

Dear MA5(er;

Thank you for your letter of Febniaiy 10, 2012, concerning the tragic incideni in
Makkovik, Labrador. involving Mr. Burton Winters,

As the Minister otNationat Defence and the Lead Minister for Search awl Rescue
(SAR) at the federal level, I, can assure you that the Govemmrit of Canada is commitled Lp
ensuring that all Canadians are provided with the very best possible SAR services. I am sure you
share the same commitment as Lead Minister for Ground Search and Rescue (GSAR) at the
provincial level.

The Department of National Defence (DND) will endeavour, as always, w ensure
that any lessons that en be learned from this traqic incident arc used to strengthen Canada’s
National Search and Rescue Program. Accordingly, an incident report wjs prepared after a full
assessment of all factors, and formed the basis of the Febmary 8, 2012 briefing by Rear-Admiral
David Gardam, the Search and Rescue Region commander for the Atlantic region.

Canada’s National Search and Reseuc Program is among the best in the world.
The Program is founded on the principle of federal and provincial/territorial panncr governments
and organizations working within a framework of responsibiJities. As you can appreciate, ground
SAR (OSAR) in Canada is conducted under the legal authority of the individual procinees and
territories. This provincial and terntonal authority extends to the provftion of air services in the
conduct of ground search and rescue. Newfoundland and Labrador, as you are aware, provides a
fine example of this structure. For instance, Fire and Emer[ency Services Newfoundland and
Labrador (FP.S NL) delivers an Emcrgcncy Air Services Program, which assists police forces
when requested, in SAR activities for lost and missing persons.

C
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Within the context of the federal SAlt mandate, the Canadian Forces (CF) has two
responsibilities: the prnvision nfSAR iircraft for the prosecution of acronaulicul incidents (i.e.,
the scaich for downed aircraft) and maritime hicidents on (èderal wateiways, and em.uiitig the
effective operation citlic coordinated aeronautical and maritime SAR system in conjunction with
the Canadian Coast Guard. Nevertheless, (here arc provisIons for the Canadian Forces to provide
search and rescue assistance in the prosecution of a GSAR event. These protocols do not
preclude the deployment ofCF aircraft when private aircraft arc involved in the search. Rather
the protocols leave the dctenninatioti of whether to request CF assistance with provincial and
territorial authorities. When deteuntrinig the appropriate response to a request for assistance, the
CF takes a number of factors into consideration. These fhctors include, but arc not limited to
weather, serviceability of assets, distance to suarch area, capabilities of the platform versus the
capabilities required for the search, and the ability to maintain our primary SAlt response posture
for acronautical and maritime SAR events. Tn genera], the use of CF aircraft in C7SAR events is
reserved for instances whcn no otlicr option is available or the requirements for tile search are
beyond the means of provincially secured assets. hi this way, the CF can remain postured to
respond to our primaty SAR mandate, namely, aeronautical and niaritime SAR events.

In this specific case, the Ground Search and Rescue Effort was, on behalf of the
Province, led by local RCTVIP in Makkovik. FES NL first contacted the Joint Rescue
Coordination Centre (,JRCC) in Halifax almost 20 hours after Mr. Winters was last seen at which
dine .JRCC determined that the assets best positioned and with the right capabilities to respond to
the incident in Makkovik Wcre the CH146 Griffon helicopters stationed in Goose BayS The LAR
standby CFJ 149 Cormorant he licopter from Gander was not used because it is a primary asset for
aeronautical and maritime SAP. events. As you are aware, Makkovik is a significant distance
from Gander. Consequently, as stated by Rear-Admiral Gaidam. it was determined that had a
G1149 Cormorant from Gander been deployed for the search in Makkovik. the CF would not
have been in a position to respond in a timely niannerto an aeronautical or maritime SAR
incident in the vicinity ofNewfornidland and Labrador.

Regarding your concerns about the readiness of aircraft stationed in your
province, the Canadian Forces employs a tiered readiness system to manage our aircraft fleets.
Within that system. the readiness of primary SAP. assets, such as the CU149 Cormorant and
CCI3O Hercules, is closely monhored. The JRCC Halifax is continually aware of the availability
of primary SAR assets, When a primary SAR asset becomes uiiser.’iccable for a period of time
that will not allow it to meet its response posture, appropriale authorities arc informed and a
mitigation plan is put in place. The readiness of all other CF aircraft is managed based on the
role assigned to that particular fleet ofairci-aft The CI!] 46 Chiffons stationed in Goose Bay are
primarily suppott aircraft. They do not maintain a SAR posture and, as such, their serviceability
is not continually reported to the .IRCC. Nevertheless, in accordance with standard practice
within the CF. every reasonable effort is made to ensure sufficient numbers of serviceable
aircraft arc available to conduct flying operations in the role assigned to them,

C
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lii this particular case, one C11146 Griffon was undergoing heavy maintenance

while the other was undergoing pre-flight inspection at the time of first cat] from FES Ni,
almost 20 hours afler Mr. Winters was last seen. During this inspection process it wac
dcteniined that the second CR145 Gtiffon was unserviceable; howcvcr I note that the CF have
advised mc that even if this helicopter had been sciiceah1c it would not have been able to
respond due to the weather conditions in Makkovik at that lime, FES NL was ndvk4ed by .TRCC
Halifax to call back iPthe weather in Makkovik improved and CF assistance was still required.
Tins is in accordance with standard protocols established between JRCC Halifax and FES NL
indicated above. When the weather improved sufficiently to pcnnit flijht operations in
Makkovik, FES NI. did not call ‘he 3RCC to request CV assistance. Jnsicad. FES NI. rcquctcd
support from civilian air assets, Tn the meantime, maintenance crews in Goose Bay continued to
work to rcctily the problem on the C11146 Griffon and the aircraft became serviceable late on
January 31, 2011. Ar roughly the same time lbS Ni called backwhh a second request for
assistance. Tills call front the Province’s GSAR lend cmc mole than 50 hours after Mr. Winters
was last seen. At this time, the weather pcmiitied a response and the CF responded.

DND and the CF will continuously work with our SAR partners at the federal,
provincial, and municipal levels to improve collective SAR efforts. To this end, at my request,
the Chief of the Defence Staff directed the Commander of Canada Command to review internal
CF protocols with regard to GSAJt He further directed that this review scn’e as a basis of limber
consultations with oui provincial and tcrritorial partners to detenninc what collective efforts may
be undertaken to fin’ther enhance Canad&s very effective National Search and Rescue Program. (

The review of internal CF protocols was completed on Febniaryl 7, 2012, and ft
was recommcndcd that a confirmation and feedback system be instituted to improve inter-agency
coordination in GSAR events, This recommendation was then discussed at a mecting on
February 28 concerning OSAR inter-agency protocols, which was convened mid chaired by
Mr. Mike Sarmon, Deputy Minister and CEO of FES Nt. The meeting included representation
from the RCMP, the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary (RNC), the Newfoundland mid
Labrador Department of Justice, and members of JRCC Halifax.

The meeting confirmed that the existing protocols for GSAR work well and ait
time tested, but that the conflmlation and feedback process recommended by the CF would
improve the system. Under this enhanced confmnation and feedback process, FES NI. agreed to
call the JRCC back and to provide updates on the usc of contracted helicopters in searches in
your province. Correspondingly, JRCC Halifax agreed to initiate a “call l,ack” to FES NI. prior
to closing a case, even ifno assistance had bccn provided, rather than closing a file after a period
of time without a follow-on request. There was also complete agreement that this process in no
way relieves the local SAR authority of the responsibility to request the necessary assets to
conduct the GSAR mission.

C
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I believe the recent collaborative eftoits bctwccn. (be CF, the Government of
Ncwfotmdland and Labrader. the RCMP. and the RNC demonstrate DND and CF commitrncnt
to ensuring that Canadians continue to he sciwcd by one of the best SAR systems in the world.
DND and the CF look fonvarci to continuing to work collaboradvely with the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador on the matter of SAlt.

I trust that this information is helpful, and thank you again for writing.

Sincerely,

Peter

(
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Tewtoi/&1kEInd
Labrador

Minister

cc The Honourable Peter Penashue
The Honourahic Nick McGrath

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador

Municipal Attains
Office of I he Minister

C0R120 12/02921

March 27, 2012

[he lionourable Peter MacKay
Minister of National Delence
101 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON K I A OK2

Dear Minisler MacKay:

Recent infonnation provided by the hUh Estate contradicts inlonnation provided by
Department of National Defence officials regarding the Department’s response to the
Jtrnuaiy 30, 2012 call 11w aerial search and rescue (SAR) support.

Particularly disturbing is that reports suggest DND’s operational 1og contradicts the
assertion that the ceiling and visibility on the date in question made it unsati for
helicopters to fly in the area. The Ibilure to deploy a helicopter ftom 103 SAR Squadron
in Gander is a significant concern.

We urge you to further invcstigatc and provide us with a tbnnal response. It is
imperative that we dcicrminc exactly what transpired, resolve any conflicts between
statements made by UNI) Officials and the media reports, and enable corrective action to
be taken. We also request a detailed explanation as to why. it the weather was not the
determining factor, the resources in Gander were not tasked,

Newibundlanders and Lahnidorians rely on search and resCUe services in emergencies
and need to ensure thttt optimal response times help minimize the potcntial for future
tragedies,

C
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4Minister Ministre
of Nationa$ Defence dt Ia Defense natioriak

.;;.

Ottawu. CunoUn K1A 0K2

11w Honourable Kevin O’f3dcn, MLA -‘
L/ /2.oI a

Minister of Municipal Affairs
Government of NewlounLiland and Labrado,
PU l3ox 8700
St. Jdrns NL AIR 436

Dear Minister:

l’hank you for yous letter of March 27, 2.012, concerning the Fifth Estuze report
on the tragic death of Burton Winters.

Unfortunately, the Fifth Estate report contained a number ol inaccuracies, in
puiicttlar the report incorrectly poruayd the role of the Caiwdin Forces (CE) in the National
Search and Rescue (Si\R) Program, the role that weather played in the decision-making piotess
for this incident, and the content and con&usinns that can he drawn from the SAR Incident 1.ot.
I trust that the following infomiition viIl address your concerns and set the record straight.

As I rioted to you in my letter of March 9, Ground SAR (OSAR) in Caiiadu is
conducted wider the legal authority of the indnidual provinces and teiritories, This
provincial/territorial authority extends to the provision of alt services in the conduct oIOSAR,
In rho Burton Winters ease, the legal authority to provide 11w SAR response and to icquest
appropnatc assets for the search resided with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, in their
provincial eapitcity. with the support of Fire and Emergency Scivices Newfoundi:iiid and
Labrador (FES NL), the organization responsible for the Emergency Air Services Progiam in
your province. Whde the CF always endeavours to assist our provincial SAR partners in the
execution ol’their legal responsibilities to conduct OSAR, the use of CF aircraft in GSAR events
must always be balanced against a number of factors, one of which is the CF’s requirement to
maintain its primary SAR montlate. To be clear, the CF’ pnmary SAP. mandate is to provide atr
assets to assist aircraft in distress (aeronautical incidents) and ships in distrc:ss on federal
waterways (maritime incidents).

Regurding the role that weather played in the incident, I would like to clarify
specilic crier contained in the pqrh Estate report. The report asserted that the CF luas pointed to

..72 c
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the ceiling and visibility limits specified in J Canadian Air Division (I Cdn Air Div) Orders as
the reason Ihr our inithility to respond on Januaty 30. This is incoriect. The CF investigation
report dated February 1 noted chat there were several factors that led to our inability to respond.
weather being only one. Two other significant factors rioted both in the .SAR Incident Log and hi
the CF investigation report were the availability of assets to fulfill the CF’s PrimarY SAR
mandate and the ;en’iceabilitv of the GB—I 46 Grifibn helicopters in Goose say.

The deliberate decision not to deploy a CR149 Cormorant helicopter Iron
Gander was an operational decision based on the information available at the time. Joint Rescue
Coordination Centre (JRCC) staff take a number of factors into consideration when dewrmining
which assets to task t,r any particular SAlt event including, hut not limited to weather,
serviceability ofassets, distance to the search area, capabilities of the platform versus the
capabilities required for the search, resources already tasked to the search and the requirement (C’

remain prepared to respond to incidents within the CF primary SAR mandate. In this specific
case, the Officer in Command (dC) of )RCC Halifax, using the limited information provided in

the JRCC at the Time, determined that he could not deploy a CII- 149 Cormorant to Makkovik,
dwee hours distant from Gander by air one way, because it would liae left the CF unable

to respond to a SAR incident within flue CF prinuiry mandate. As the CF invcstinlion report and
SAlt Incident Log noted, a contributing factor to this decision was the lack of a serviceable
cc;-io Hercules aircraft in 14 Wing Greenwood to pro’vide SAR backup. Consequently, it was

determined that the only resources the CF could commit to the search were the CR146 Grifft’ns
from Guoc Bay. This decision is noted in the SAR incident br,, was detailed in the CF
hwestigatinn report, and was later explained by Rear-Admiral David Gardarn, the Search and

Rescue Region Conunander, to whom the OIC JRCC reports.

444 Combat Support (CS) Squadron stationed in Goose Ha), like all units in the

Royal Canadian Air Force, mulces every reasonable effort to ensure it has stitncient numbers of
serviceable aircraft available to conduct flying operations in the jole assigned to ii. The role of

444 (CS) Squadron is to provide combat support rdrerafi for operations at 5 Wing Goose [Thy; the

squadron does not maintain a deLiberate search aM rescue posture. Rather, like nil CF units,

444 (CS) Squtdron is subject to requests for assistance from provincial and territorial authorttics

dm1 may be tasked to support. where fea5ible and where no oilier provinchil or territoriW agency

is in a position to respond. On the morning of January 30, one CEll 46 Griffon was in heavy

maintenance while the second aircraft was available for operations. All Cl7 aircraft arc complex

57 stems of systems that require many checks and inspections before they fly. ‘these checks dud

inspections are ‘ita) to ensure the safely of our airmen and airwomen. Unfortunately, despite the

bes efforts of our excellent airciaft maintainers, there are limes when the lirsI indication that an

aircraft is unserviceable is during these pre-flight inspections. In this instance, during the

pre-flight inspection, a mechanical failure was found which did not allow it to launch. ‘Ihese

C
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facts are contained in the CF invcstigadtni repon on the Burton Wirnen incident. Furthermore,
this is also endrely consistent with the entries in the SAlt Incident Log for January 30, whIch
first indicate at 09:)!) bows AST that 444 (CS) Squadron is SAR Ready” and than note some
eight minutes later that the “AC (aücraftl is US Iunscrviceablei.” The SAlt Incident Log also
indicates that PIES Nt was informed That the CF was unable to rcspoud “bused on weather and
atreraft siatus.” It fuither reflects that the CF may be able to assist in the future if weather and
serviceability improved, and ifCF as%istancc is still required. However, a noted in the SAR
hiddent Log and rtpuitcd in the CF investigation report, PBS KL did not call to indiaw that CV
assistanee was required until 16:54 hours AS? on January 31 • over 51 hours after Burton Wintee,
was last sceit; at which dine we responded with built a CH-l 46 from Goose Bay and a CP-140
front Greenwood.

As part of its lhoi ough examinddon of the matter the CF investigation did RV)(3w
the weather in Makkavlk on January 30 and fl. This review included a detailed cmpai mon
N’twt’en thc hourly reports from the weather station in Makkiik and the limits stated in
I Cdn Air Div Orders. These orders state that a SAR-qualified CH-146 Griffoa’C1W49
Connorant crews must have a ceiling ofat least 300 feet and isibility of U.S statute miles in
order to conduct opetations, provided that the flight is conducted clear of cloud and at reduced
air speed. Based on this comparison tind contrary to the F4fth Estate assertions, the investiption
concluded that the weather did respect th.sc limits, in short. ii’ the CK-146 Gñflbn had already
been in Maldcovik ott January 30 ft would have been able to fly. However, as noted in the CF
investigation report, the principal weather-related difficulty was the ehallene it would ha e
rosed in getting a CH-146 Griflbn from Goose Ray in Makkovtk in the first place. As Twill
demonstraw below, a CH-146 Griffon could not have flown 10 Makkovik at the time the CF
received the first request on January 30 due to poor iscather en route.

To illustrate this difficulty I would like La hiçhliglit ihc facts oidrn case as
established in the CF investigation, which the F4fth Estate report corroborated. As notc’d in the
SAIL Incident Log ;ind in the CF investigation report, when FES XL first called the SRCC at
ti9.12 hours AST on Jrsnuery 30, nearly 20 hours after Burton Winters was last seen, it was
because the civilian aircraft provider conincted by Fits NI (universal Helicopters in
Goose Bay) reported that “weather in the area will not permit launch of local helo or aircraft.”
This SAR Tncidenc log cntry can be corroborated by an examination of the timdilno from either
the CF investigation or the PQWs Straw. l3oth show that the aircraft from Universal Helicopters in
Goose Bay were not able to depart until 10:58 hours AS? on January 30, nearly two hours after
they and the CF were first called. According to the îØì Limit timeline, Universal Helicopter
pihits suted the delay was due to “snow and ‘low ceilings’ on thc way from Goose Bay to
lvNckovik.” Independent of this assessment, the CF investigation repon arrived at the same

•,J4
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conclusion la1u1L2 that “even if the CS. 146 Griffon was eniceable ii could nut have flown to

)vlalckovik .11 the tune of the lint request from FES NV’ •l’his confirms that while weather ws
not the cml ?äctor in he Ci rrpvnse, it vjs a ‘limitin fauor,” a_c I noted in my iesponse to
your Jirsi leiter.

‘fo he absolutely clear, conbarv thc Fifth Lriite’s asserliolis uthenjsc, The CF ha
never mLt in. med that ve;ither was the only factor in ihe C I- response. 11w CF investigation
icport, a conuborated by the SAR lnci&n log, makes it clear that the xvcathei was only one of
many thctor hi the CF response.

It is unfortunate that the errors contaLned in the F;uh Esrm report have

misconstrued the facts concerning the CF response in the I-liuton Winiers tnwedy. 1hitevcr, I
hope that the iiiformaiioi: provided above his clariliQd uny conlnsion. 1 would ilsn like Lu th:mk

the Government of Newfoundland aiid Labrador for parIwipatinf in the produetivc meeting On

February 28 to discuss the CPs proposals ru improve OSAR ininagencv protocols in your

province As noted in my previous letter, the “tbedback.confirmauon’’ process agreed to at that

meeting wis implemented immediately with respect to OSAR in your pravince. I am now

pleased to inform you that, as of April 1, the Canadian Forces have completed iatp1emcntaticn of

these revised proeedurs acrs the country, thereby ensuring that all regnns of the counu y can

lienehi from the rcccnt collective efforts of our respctivc MirUsti leS.

I trust this inIonnation is helpfuL, and thank you a,’ain for Writing

Sincctclv,

Petci MacKay
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r1ew5iIkIilarid Government ol Newfoundland und bhmdor

Municipal AffaIrs

Labrador Office at the Minister

April 24, 2012

Honounible Peter Mac Kay
Minister of National Defence
I louse of Coninions

Dear Minister MacKay:

Thank you for your letter of April 4.2012 concerning the Fifth Estate report on the death
of Burton Winters. The inlonnution in the letter helps to place the events of January 30,
2012 in a broader context, though it also raises additional questions that require
clarification. We appreciate your openness to receiving our questions and providing
complete answers. In that spirit, I wish to ouLtine the additional pohtils that we believe
require clarification.

I. Availability of CF Assets Outside Labrador

Given the unserviceability of the CU- 146 GritTons in (loose Bay, we acknowledge that
the deployment of other air assets from outside Labrador must take into account many
fliclors including the primal)’ Canadim l’oi•ees (CF) mandate related to maritime search
and rescue. However, there are two questions that require clarification:

• According to media reports there were three serviceable Connorants at 103 Search
and Rescue Squadron Gander. Why was the deployment of one of these assets not
carried out given that the other Cormorants at Gander would have been available for
the primary inundate?

• It is our understanding that secondary resources were available at (ireenwood. Why
were those resources not deployed directly to Makkovik?

We state that the March 23, 2012 evacuation of a patient from Makkovik by a Cormorant,
while appropriate, raises similar issues regarding the Coverage ol the SAR primary
mandate, so we would benefit from a comparison of the decision—meiking context in this
circumstance,

(

I’.O. flax ShOt). SI, fabliri, NI. CünacIi AlO .1J6 709.729.ao4sj I 109fl90fl41
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2. Evidence of Poor Weather Conditions

There remains considerable confusion about we;it[er conditions in or en route to
Makkovik. The confusion arises mainly because of the lack of objective and definitive
evidence that weather prevented the CF assets from flying to Makkovik. The lifilowing
points highlight the lack of clarity in regard to weather:

• The JRCC log at 9:12am on January 30 slates (hut “weather in the area ‘viii not
permit launch ol local licki or aircraft’’, but there arc no mcasuremcats or official
reports to corroborate this statement,

• Despite the JRCC’s log. CF personnel Icstcd the availability of the (irifThn
helicopier in Goose Ray and by 9:28am it was deemed unserviceable. ilie cHorE
to lest the serviceability of the helicopter could he regarded as a positive
indication that a CF response might stilL be mobilized despite the dialogue on
inclement weather conditions in the JRCC Incident Log.

• By 9:30am, the Joint Rescue Coordination Center (JRCC) log staled that weather
conditions were “600/I”. We assume this notation means 600 feet and one statute
mile. By contrast, your letter states that ci: Riles are that (lights cannot operate
below a ceiling of at least 300 feet and visibility of 0.5 statute miles. By this
comparison it appears that weather conditions were indeed acceptable.

• The only objective source of evidence about weather conditions is Environment
Canada and at no time did it report conditions to he below CF guidelines in or
near the area of Makkovik.

• The CF investigation report stales that, “The weather conditions in Makkovik did
not meet the minimum conditions, Simply put, the IFR regulations would not
have permitted crews to File an IFR flight plan with Makkovik as a legal
destination.” The CF investigation report, however, does not provide any data on
weather measurements to support this asseilion.

• In your teller the emphasis on weather issues is placed on the flight path en route
to Makkovik rather than in the Makkovik area itself: By contrast, both the JRCC
incident log and the CF report focus on weather conditions in Mukkovik nither
than en route.

Given the inconsistencies in the foregoing, would you please provide a reconciliation of
the wcather issues on the morning of January 30?

‘There Were some uncertainties surrounding the existence of a fonnal protocol
establishing that, once the request for assisLance had been made, whether the onus was on
the Province to keep the Canadian Forces from closing die tile or to request equipment
updates. I am pleased to know our respective officials were able to address this
operational issue at a meeting with Canadian Forces officials and other SAR partners on
February 28. The Canada Command of the Canadian Forces recommended wording for a
Rirmal protocol lbr the National SAR Manual to improve communication between
partners in SAlt and completed impleinentutions of the new protocol across the countiy.
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C
We also ucknowledge and congratulate the kderal government for its decision to locate a
third CR—I 46 Griftbn helicopter in I .abradnr,

The people of Newihundland and Labrador have prothund respect and appreciation for
the dedicated sen•ice of the women and men of the Canadian Forces who stand in our
defence, It is in all of our best interests to continue to work together to ensure we have
the best possible Search and Rescue sen’iee and that it is always available to the people
of the province when it is needed,

Sincerely,

KEVIN O’BIUEN
Minister

cc: I Jonourablc Pctcr l’cnachue
Honourable Nick McGrath

C.

C
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N’ew1iifIIland Government of Newiounrilanri and LiibrHcjor

Dcpurtmcnt of Municipal Affairs

Lahralor Office of

(‘OR/201 2/0’1526-0 I

May 24,2012

I Tonourable Peter MacKay
Minister of National Dcfenee
House of Commons
Ottawa, ON

Dear Minister MacKay:

i’hrnlk von ibr your letter of May 15, 2012 regarding the search and rescue br Burton
Winters.

Our exchange oF letters in the last two months was intended as an effort In answer the
questions that have given rise to public concern about the role ot Canadian Forces

support in the search and rescue activities in Makl4ovik in January. These letters will be
released to the public today.

While your letters have provided additional infiwrnation. I urn not satisfied with the
response. We believe a Comwrant helicopter should have Iccn dispaiched from Gander
on the morning of January 30. While there were reports of poor veather, the weather
conditions wcre changeable and variable, The flute it would take to travel from Gander to

Makkovik was sufficient mw 11w weather to change. ‘Ibis factor should have been taken
into account., Further, the one certainty at that critical time was that Burton Winters was
missing. This certainty should have received more weight than the weather and the time

it would take to mobilize a second crew in Gander to maintain the primary mandate of ilie

Canadian Force to provide maritime search and rescue. If a maritime emergency had
occun’ed during this transition time, the Cormorant dispatched to Makkovik could have
been re-tasked.

We believe DND should change its protocol for responding to situations like this one.
Changeable weather Ibrecasts should not prevent dispatch. ‘[he time to mobilize a

second SAR crew should not prevail over the certainty of life at risk in a Ground SAR.
especially when the province has exhausted its immediate options for other air support.

We do not believe a public inquiry is necessary. [here is ample intbrmation in the public

domain. We believe a poor judgment call was made, but that does not on its owli warrant
an inquiry.

I wish to express my disappointment regarding several points in your May 15 lctter that
are unrelated to the seai’eli for Burton Winters and therefore serve only to deflect

P.O. Ou S700, SC Inhr”i, Nt, c:uinu:, Alt] 4J0 I ((Ml /cI.%o4H I 709(290041
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attention 1mm the core issues. Firstly, your letter inappropriately emphasizes a 20 hour C
“delay” in requesting (‘F air support. The public record is clear that the disappearance of
Ilmion Winters was not known until after 7 pm (AST), January 29, and the initial
community search was not completed until appmxinrntely 2-.30 inn (AST), about 7 hours
hetbre the first call !o Ct. A decision was made by the RCMP not to initiate a request fbr
air suppc.irt until the tiext morning, informed by intbrination and circuitistances as seen
and understood by (he relevant authorities. Secondly, your general observations
regarding the provincial Air Emergency Services Program arc misplaced. Provmcially—
contracted aircraft were the first assets to UITIVC in the search fbi Burton Winters and
senred their mandated role. More generally. MEDI3VACs at the request of the province
have not prevented the CF from responding to maritime emergencies- Finally, your
comments about the Civil Aviation Search and Rescue Association’s general rote in
senreb and rescue are also misplaced. An ample supply of searchers, spotters and VFR
aircraft were available lbr the search for Burton Winters. The deflection of attention
away from core issues is not helpful for a clear public comprehension of how the search
mid rescue operation in Makkovik tinlithled,

In closing, I would he remiss if I did not offer the assurance that, notwithstanding our
views as expressed above, we hold in high esteem the work of the Canadian Forces and
the difficult decisions that CF personnel make while protecting and defending Canadians.

lv fl
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The attached timeline of events covers the period from January 29 to February I, 2012. The
timelinc provides a llsting of major events that occurred during the search, and the approximate
Li inc that the event occurred. The Ii inch iju uses in Ibnnat inn provided by Fire and I niergency

( Services Newfoundland and Labrador (FFS—NL) awl the RCMI’, as tvell as infbnnation from the
— Department of. Defence Operational Logs.

11w timeline was prepared by the ( ;t,vernment of Newfbundlund and Labrador and the RCMP.
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